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This work has the objective to present a simple, clear and intuitive framework for compilers verifica-
tion of functional languages in the proof assistant Coq, that, as a final product, can obtain a standalone
verified compiler capable of being used in real life. With this in mind, we propose to use natural se-
mantics as unifying framework, that is to say, to use this formalism to define each of the compiler’s
components in order to perform this task. To show this method, we present a correct compiler of the
small functional language with call by value Mini-ML, formalized in Coq. As a result of following
this approach, we introduce a new big-step machine inspired by Landin’s SECD and Leroy’s Modern
SECD as target machine. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first correct compiler
that is verified by using natural semantics as unifying framework in Coq from which we can obtain a
verified compiler capable of being used in real life.

1 Introduction

This work tackles the problem of functional languages compilers verification in proof assistants, specif-
ically in Coq with the feature of being able to obtain a standalone verified compiler capable of being
used in real life as a final product. In order to achieve this, we look for the simplest, clearest and most
intuitive solution with the purpose of becoming easy to understand and keep it into practice, even being
able to become automated, so it serves as a reference and starting point for more sophisticated, advanced
and complex solutions. Bearing this in mind, we propose to use natural semantics (also called big-step
semantics), as it was originally introduced by Kahn [10], that is, as a unifying framework to perform
this task. By unifying framework we are referring to the fact of using this formalism, natural seman-
tics, to define each of the compiler’s components, meaning, the semantics of the source language, the
intermediate languages and also that of the target machine, as well as the translations of the compiler.

In contrast, the most common strategy in the literature is to use ad hoc solutions, that is to say, using
different formalisms to define each of the compiler’s components. For instance, a common situation is
to use natural semantics for the source language, small-step semantics for the machine and a function
to define the compilation. Using the same formalism for everything makes it simpler, clearer and more
intuitive to reason about the compiler’s properties, establishing and demonstrating its correctness. In
addition to this, in the literature (see, for example, [4]) one of the known advantages of using natural
semantics over small-step semantics in high level languages is that the former is more efficient than the
latter. Even though this kind of comparisons is almost non-existent regarding target machines, we will
see that, in principle, this advantage is also fulfilled at this level. In section 3 we present both: a machine
with small-step semantics and another with big-step semantics as target machines. Then, we provide
some early comparisons in terms of efficiency and we will see that big-step semantics is, in general,
more efficient.
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In order to demonstrate this method and gain intuition about it, we developed a Mini-ML to a big-step
machine compiler, and applied the aforementioned method to conduct its verification in Coq.

We designed the big-step machine we are going to use taking Landin’s SECD [11] as a basis due to
the fact that the SECD is perhaps the simplest, clearest and most intuitive call by value machine in the
literature. On the other hand, we took into account the Leroy’s Modern SECD (MSECD) in order to have
a more recent version of it [13, 14]. Our machine keeps the use of de Bruijn indices from the MSECD.

In regards of the design and architecture of our compiler, we know that due to our machine, we must
use de Bruijn indices as an internal representation; nevertheless, since we want our compiler to be used
by a final user, we need a representation with names in the variables. Due to this, we need to make a
translation from a Mini-ML representation based on names which we will call MiniML, to one based
on the de Bruijn indices which we will call MiniMLdB. It is on the basis of the latter that code for our
big-step machine is generated.

The whole architecture of our compiler is shown in Figure 1.

MiniML
↓

Translation to de Bruijn notation
↓

MiniMLdB

↓
Compilation

↓
Machine code

(a) Compilation

Big-Step machine code
↓

Machine
(interpreter)

↓
Result

(b) Execution

Figure 1: Compiler architecture.

Note that our development is in fact a verified correct implementation of Mini-ML, not only because
it is a compiler, but also because it includes a verified interpreter correct with respect to the natural
semantics of the machine. In this manner, a program written in MiniML can be translated to machine
code and then, be executed by the interpreter of the machine. The full development in Coq is available
in [18].

Our plan for the rest of the article is to present each of the compiler’s component definitions in
conjunction with its corresponding coding in Coq. So, at the end, we could have the insight of how,
perhaps, this method could be generalized and automated in order to become a formal algorithm. In
section 4, we follow this approach and write this idea in an accurate way, introducing it as a sketch of an
algorithm.

The following works are dedicated to the formalization of a small functional language in Coq, but
none of them use natural semantics as unifying framework (for all components) in this proof assistant,
instead, they use ad hoc verifications: Chlipala [3] presents a compiler from a small impure functional
language to an idealized assembly language. He starts from de Bruijn notation and employs natural
semantics for the source and target languages but not to specify the compilation; Benton and Hur [1]
deal with the compilation of a small typed functional language to the SECD machine, but they use
denotational semantics for the source language and small-step semantics in the machine. In addition
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Benton and Hur employ a biorthogonality step indexed relation to establish the correctness; Dargaye [5]
advanced a compiler from Mini-ML to C minor (an earlier intermediate representation of the CompCert
C compiler [12]) but it is not designed to be a standalone general purpose Mini-ML implementation.
Instead it was conceived to work only on the code generated by the Coq extraction mechanism; Leroy
[14, 13] gives a verified compiler from the simple lambda calculus extended with constants to the Modern
SECD machine. He starts from de Bruijn notation and utilizes natural semantics for the source language
but small-step semantics for the machine and a function to define the compilation.

Perhaps the closest work to ours, is that of Boutin [2]. Boutin offers a verification of the correctness
of a compiler from Mini-ML to the CAM (Categorical Abstract Machine) using natural semantics as
framework in Coq, but his work is not subject to the code extraction mechanism of Coq, that is, a working
compiler can not be obtained from it. Therefore no application in real life is possible. In addition, as his
compiler targets the CAM, we think it is not as simple, clear, intuitive and easy to understand as ours.

1.1 Contributions

Our main contributions are:

• A correct compiler from Mini-ML to a big-step machine, verified using natural semantics as unify-
ing framework in Coq, and, in addition, such that a working standalone compiler can be obtained
from it.

• An extended version of the MSECD of Leroy which includes native recursion support.

• A big-step call by value machine, based on the SECD of Landin and the MSECD, including its
formalization in Coq.

• A correct Mini-ML with named variables to Mini-ML in de Bruijn notation translation, defined in
terms of natural semantics, together with its correctness verification in Coq.

• An algorithm sketch of how to translate an abstract representation of a correct compiler using
natural semantics as uniform framework to its corresponding formalization in Coq.

Even though the de Bruijn notation is well-known in the literature (see, for example, [7]) what is
introduced as a contribution here is the fact that the translation to this notation is defined in terms of
natural semantics for the whole Mini-ML language and, in addition, its correctness is verified in Coq.
Although this could seem irrelevant at first sight, it is indeed important in our context because as a final
goal, we seek to enter as input our correct Mini-ML compiler in abstract (including this translation) to
the proposed algorithm and, for it to be a valid argument, this translation requires to be defined in terms
of natural semantics.

Furthermore, we offer an extended version of the MSECD with small-step semantics as an alternative
target machine with the main purpose of comparing it with our new big-step machine.

First of all, in section 2 we introduce the translation from MiniML to MiniMLdB and its correctness.
Then, in section 3 we present the extended version of the MSECD and introduce our new big-step
semantics machine, each machine definition includes its correspoding compilation from MiniMLdB to
machine code. Then, we offer a brief efficiency comparison between both of them. Section 4 is dedicated
to the presentation of the algorithm’s sketch to go from abstract to Coq. Finally, in section 5 we present
our conclusions and future work.
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2 From MiniML to MiniMLdB

This section presents the translation from MiniML to MiniMLdB. The general strategy consists in pre-
senting the definitions in abstract, so after that we explain how they can be coded in Coq.

To begin with, we introduce the MiniML source language which is essentially the pure lambda calcu-
lus extended with naturals, booleans, arithmetic and comparison operators, local definitions, conditionals
and native recursion by means of a fixed point operator. Its abstract syntax is the following:

e ∶∶= n Naturals
∣ b Booleans
∣ e⋆e with ⋆ ∈ {+,−,∗,=} Primitive operators
∣ x Variables
∣ if e then e else e Conditionals
∣ let x = e in e Local definition
∣ λx.e Abstraction
∣ µ f .λx.e Fixed point
∣ e e Application

Before carrying out the coding of our definitions in Coq it is important to highlight some of its
features. Coq is based on the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC), that is to say, a lambda calculus
with a sophisticated and expressive type system. Since it is a lambda calculus it can be used as a logic,
but also as a programming language, that is, we can prove propositions, but also write programs. This
distinction is made explicit by using the types Prop and Set respectively. Roughly, it can be said that
when a term in Coq has type Prop, it is used as logic, and if a term has type Set, then it is used as
programming language. In fact, this explicit syntactic distinction between Prop and Set was introduced
by the Coq extraction mechanism [15] in order to distinguish between those terms with computational
content and those without it.1 In this way, if a term in Coq has a Set type, the extraction mechanism can
generate a program written in a general purpose programming language such as OCaml, related to this
term, in contrast to a term having a Prop type from which is not possible to extract any program.

The abstract syntax of MiniML can be coded in Coq as first order abstract syntax using an Inductive
definition with type Set as follows:

Inductive MML_exp: Set :=
| Const : nat → MML_exp.

Due to space constraints throughout this article, it will not be possible to show all language constructs
in Coq nor all the details of its formalizations. The full development which includes all details can be
seen in [18].

Hence, the Coq extraction mechanism can be used with the following command:

Extraction MML_exp.

which gives as a result:

type mML_exp =
| Const of nat

1Paulin-Mohring [15] calls “Spec” what would later be called “Set”.
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This way, we can notice how an Inductive definition with type Set in Coq corresponds to an ADT
in OCaml, in this case to the abstract syntax of MiniML written in this language.

To define the natural semantics of MiniML, we first need to define its values by means of environ-
ments and closures. The environments are associations from variables to values represented as pairs
(x,v) where x is a variable and v its corresponding value.

v ∶∶= n Numbers
∣ b Booleans
∣ (λx.e)[Γ] Closures
∣ (µ f .λx.e)[Γ] Recursive closures

Γ ∶∶= [] Empty environment
∣ [(x,v)] ⋅Γ

The natural semantics of MiniML is defined by means of the following predicate:

Γ ⊢ e⇒ v

meaning, given an expression e and an environment Γ,2 e is evaluated to the value v.

[(x,v)] ⋅Γ ⊢ xz→ v
Γ ⊢ xz→ v x ≠ y

(y,w) ⋅Γ ⊢ xz→ v

Figure 2: “Value of” predicate: Given an environment Γ and a variable x, it specifies the value v corre-
spondent to x under Γ. This predicate is used as auxiliary in the MiniML semantics.

The MiniML natural semantics is the following:

Γ ⊢ n⇒ n Γ ⊢ b⇒ b
Γ ⊢ e1⇒ n1 Γ ⊢ e2⇒ n2 with ⋆ ∈ {+,−.∗,=}

Γ ⊢ e1 ⋆e2⇒ n1 ⋆n2

Γ ⊢ xz→ v
Γ ⊢ x⇒ v

Γ ⊢ e1⇒ v1 [(x,v1)] ⋅Γ ⊢ e2⇒ v
Γ ⊢let x = e1 in e2⇒ v

Γ ⊢ e1⇒ true Γ ⊢ e2⇒ v
Γ ⊢ if e1 then e2 else e3⇒ v

Γ ⊢ e1⇒ f alse Γ ⊢ e3⇒ v
Γ ⊢ if e1 then e2 else e3⇒ v

Γ ⊢ λx.e⇒ (λx.e)[Γ] Γ ⊢ µ f .λx.e⇒ (µ f .λx.e)[Γ]

Γ ⊢ e1⇒ (λx.e)[Γ1] Γ ⊢ e2⇒ v2 [(x,v2)] ⋅Γ1 ⊢ e⇒ v
Γ ⊢ e1 e2⇒ v

Γ ⊢ e1⇒ (µ f .λx.e)[Γ1] Γ ⊢ e2⇒ v2 [(x,v2),( f ,(µ f .λx.e)[Γ1])] ⋅Γ1 ⊢ e⇒ v
Γ ⊢ e1 e2⇒ v

A natural semantics definition can be seen as an inductive logical proposition, hence it can be en-
conded in Coq as an Inductive definition with type Prop. This way the MiniML semantics can be
written as follows:

2The Γ environment is supposed to contains the values of the free variables in e.
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Inductive MML_NS : MML_env → MML_exp→ MML_val→ Prop :=
| MML_NS_Const: ∀ G: MML_env, ∀ n : nat, MML_NS G ( Const n) ( Num n).

A natural semantics definition, in general, is a relation; therefore no determinism is the general case.
Then, in case a definition of this kind is deterministic, a lemma that expresses the determinism of it must
be formally established, in the same way we do it for the MiniML semantics, as follows:

Lemma MML_NS_deterministic: ∀ G, ∀ e, ∀ v1, MML_NS G e v1 → ∀ v2, MML_NS G e v2 → v1 = v2.

In fact, in case this lemma is related to a functional language based on the lambda calculus such as
the case of MiniML, this result can also be read as a confluence result. If a relation is deterministic then
it can be stated as a function, consequently it can be encoded as function in a programming language.
In particular, in Coq we can write a recursive function employing Fixpoint. For instance, the function
corresponding to MiniML natural semantics is written as follows:

Fixpoint MML_NS_interpreter (depthR:nat) ( G: MML_env) ( e: MML_exp) : option MML_val :=
match depthR with

| O ⇒ None

| S m ⇒ match e with

| Const n ⇒ Some (Num n)
end

end.

Note that this function is actually an interpreter. To guarantee termination, we added the natural param-
eter depthR which indicates the recursion depth. This is because the CIC is strongly normalizing [17],
that means, from a programming language perspective, that all the calculations must end. In Coq this
means that all functions must be total and terminating.

From a verification perspective, a logical proposition serves as a formal specification that a program
has to comply. In this case the logical proposition is the Inductive definition in Prop whereas the
program is the interpreter in Set. Then, to verify that our interpreter is correct with respect to the
MiniML natural semantics, we have to prove the following lemma:

Lemma MML_NS_interpreter_correctness:
∀ G e v, MML_NS G e v → ∃ n, MML_NS_interpreter n G e = Some v.

Now we write factorial of 5 in MiniML, as a program example:

Definition example := ( App ( Mu "fac" "x" ( If ( Eq ( Var "x") ( Const 0)) ( Const 1)
( Times ( Var "x") ( App ( Var "fac") ( Minus ( Var "x") ( Const 1)))))) ( Const 5)).

then, we can evaluate it in our MiniML interpreter, inside Coq as follows:

Compute ( MML_NS_interpreter 19 nil example).

Obtaining just the expected result:

= Some ( Num 120) : option MML_val

Next, we can use the extraction mechanism as follows:
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Extraction MML_NS_interpreter.

So in this way, we obtain a verified interpreter, correct with respect to MiniML natural semantics in
OCaml, ready to be used in real life.

let rec mML_NS_interpreter depthR g e =
match depthR with

| O → None

| S m → (match e with

| Const n → Some (Num n)

The reader may question the “double” task of maintaining both definitions, Prop and Set. On the
one hand if we stay in the logical part, in Prop, it can not be obtained a verified compiler to be used in
real life, while definitions using the Set type forces to work with total terminating functions.

Let us recall that natural semantics is, in general inherently relational, and no deterministic, therefore,
to write a natural semantics definition as a function we must ensure that it is total and deterministic.
Although for some particular cases this is true, we think that, if a natural semantics definition is written
directly as a function, the essence of natural semantics is vanished.

Also, Coq automatically generates inductive principles from inductive definitions, which is not the
case for functions. These induction principles are useful as they can be used through the induction

tactic while doing a proof. In some scenarios this is an advantage, specially, of course, when a proof is
done by induction.

Regarding the remarks above, we give definitions in Prop to retain the essence of natural semantics
and to take advantage of the inductive principles generated by Coq. Also we give the corresponding
definitions in Set, mainly to obtain verified implementations.

Now, we present the language in de Bruijn notation MiniMLdB in a similar way as we did with
MiniML. The coding in Coq is analogous, therefore, we do not describe it.

The MiniMLdB abstract syntax is:

d ∶∶= n Naturals
∣ b Booleans
∣ d ⋆d with ⋆ ∈ {+,−,∗,=} Primitive operators
∣ i Nameless variables (de Bruijn index)
∣ if d then d else d Conditionals
∣ let d in d Local definition
∣ λ .d Abstraction
∣ µ.λ .d Fixed point
∣ d d Application

The corresponding nameless values and environments are defined as follows:

v ∶∶= n Numbers
∣ b Booleans
∣ (λ .d)[Ω] Closures
∣ (µ.λ .d)[Ω] Recursive closures

Ω ∶∶= [] Empty environment
∣ [v] ⋅Ω

This time, an environment is an (implicit) association from naturals (variables indices) to MiniMLdB

values, represented as a sequence Ω = [v0,⋯,vi,⋯,vn].
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The natural semantics of MiniMLdB is inductively defined by the predicate:

Ω ⊢ d ⇛ v

which can be read as follows: in the environment Ω,3 the expression d is evaluated to the value v.

[v] ⋅Ω ⊢ 0z→ v
Ω ⊢ i z→ v

[w] ⋅Ω ⊢ S i z→ v

Figure 3: “Value of” predicate for de Bruijn indices.

The natural semantics of MiniMLdB is defined as follows:

Ω ⊢ n⇛ n Ω ⊢ b⇛ b
Ω ⊢ d1 ⇛ n1 Ω ⊢ d2 ⇛ n2 with ⋆ ∈ {+,−.∗,=}

Ω ⊢ d1 ⋆d2 ⇛ n1 ⋆n2

Ω ⊢ iz→ v
Ω ⊢ i⇛ v

Ω ⊢ d1 ⇛ v1 [v1] ⋅Ω ⊢ d2 ⇛ v
Ω ⊢let d1 in d2 ⇛ v

Ω ⊢ d1 ⇛ true Ω ⊢ d2 ⇛ v
Ω ⊢ if d1 then d2 else d3 ⇛ v

Ω ⊢ d1 ⇛ f alse Ω ⊢ d3 ⇛ v
Ω ⊢ if d1 then d2 else d3 ⇛ v

Ω ⊢ λ .d ⇛ (λ .d)[Ω] Ω ⊢ µ.λ .d ⇛ (µ.λ .d)[Ω]

Ω ⊢ d1 ⇛ (λ .d)[Ω1] Ω ⊢ d2 ⇛ v2 [v2] ⋅Ω1 ⊢ d ⇛ v
Ω ⊢ d1 d2 ⇛ v

Ω ⊢ d1 ⇛ (µ.λ .d) Ω1 Ω ⊢ d2 ⇛ v2 [v2,(µ.λ .d)[Ω1]] ⋅Ω1 ⊢ d ⇛ v
Ω ⊢ d1 d2 ⇛ v

Next we move onto the translation from MiniML to MiniMLdB. Once again, the coding in Coq is
very similar, so we will only mention the points in which it differs.

First, the contexts employed during this translation are defined.
A de Bruijn translation context Π, is a sequence of variables Π = [x0, . . . ,xn].
Using natural semantics this translation is defined as:

Π ⊢ e ↓ d

meaning, a named MiniML expression e is translated to its correspondent nameless MiniMLdB expression
in de Bruijn notation d, under the translation context Π.4

Next, the translation is defined as:

Π ⊢ n ↓ n Π ⊢ b ↓ b
Π ⊢ e1 ↓ d1 Π ⊢ e2 ↓ d2 with ⋆ ∈ {+,−,∗,=}

Π ⊢ e1 ⋆e2 ↓ d1 ⋆d2

3It is assumed that the Ω environment has the values of the free variables in d.
4The context Π is supposed to contains the names of the free variables in e.
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[x] ⋅Π ⊢ x ↓ 0
Π ⊢ x ↓ i x ≠ y

[y] ⋅Π ⊢ x ↓ S i

Π ⊢ e1 ↓ d1 [x] ⋅Π ⊢ e2 ↓ d2

Π ⊢ let x = e1 in e2 ↓ let d1 in d2

Π ⊢ e1 ↓ d1 Π ⊢ e2 ↓ d2 Π ⊢ e3 ↓ d3

Π ⊢ if e1 then e2 else e3 ↓ if d1 then d2 else d3

[x] ⋅Π ⊢ e ↓ d
Π ⊢ λx.e ↓ λ .d

[x, f ] ⋅Π ⊢ e ↓ d
Π ⊢ µ f .λx.e ↓ µ.λ .d

Π ⊢ e1 ↓ d1 Π ⊢ e2 ↓ d2

Π ⊢ e1 e2 ↓ d1 d2

In regards to the Coq coding of this translation, it is analogous to the MiniML semantics, meaning, it
is done with an Inductive definition with Prop type:

Inductive dB_translation_NS: ctx → MML_exp→ MML_dB_exp→ Prop :=
| dB_translation_NS_Const: ∀ P n, dB_translation_NS P ( Const n) ( Const_dB n).

And the corresponding function is written as follows:

Fixpoint dB_translation_NS_compiler (P:ctx) ( e: MML_exp) : option MML_dB_exp :=
match e with

| Const n ⇒ Some (Const_dB n)
end.

It is noteworthy how this time, instead of the function being an interpreter, it is a compiler, since it
translates an expression instead of evaluating it. Also, it is not necessary to add a natural parameter
to bound the recursion, given that the translation is decidable. This fact is guaranteed in Coq by using
structural recursion (based on syntax) on the expression e.

2.1 Correctness

We are now in position to establish the correctness of the translation. Due to the homogeneous use of
natural semantics, this important property is obtained by showing that the semantic predicates are pre-
served under the translation. To achieve this goal we first need to lift the translation to environments and
values. To do so we simultaneously define the translation 3 from an environment Γ to its corresponding
nameless environment Ω and the named to nameless value translation ; as follows:

b ; b n ; n
Γ 3Ω [x] ⋅∏1(Γ) ⊢ e ↓ d

(λx.e)[Γ] ; (λ .d)[Ω]
Γ 3Ω [x, f ] ⋅∏1(Γ) ⊢ e ↓ d

(µ f .λx.e)[Γ] ; (µ.λ .d)[Ω]

[] 3 []
v ; vd Γ 3Ω

[(x,v)] ⋅Γ 3 [vd] ⋅Ω

Note that “∏1(Γ)” denotes the canonical projection on the first element of each pair of the environ-
ment Γ, that is, if Γ = [(x0,v0), . . . ,(xn,vn)] then∏1(Γ) = [x0, . . . ,xn].

The general idea to establish the correctness is, if there is a named MiniML expression e that is eval-
uated to a value v in an environment Γ, in addition, if d and Ω corresponds to the nameless translations
of e and Γ respectively; then it must exists a nameless value vd that corresponds to the translation of v,
and it is expected that the expression d evaluates to vd in the Ω environment. In this manner, semantics
is preserved under translation. We can state now the correctness theorem.
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Theorem 2.1 (Correctness). Let Γ be an environment, Ω a nameless environment, e a MiniML expres-
sion, d a MiniMLdB expression and v a MiniML value. If

Γ ⊢ e⇒ v, Γ 3Ω, ∏1(Γ) ⊢ e ↓ d

then, there exists a nameless value vd such that

v ; vd and Ω ⊢ d ⇛ vd

Proof. Induction on Γ ⊢ e⇒ v.

This theorem is written in Coq as follows:

Theorem dB_translation_NS_correctness:
∀ e v G, MML_NS G e v →
∀ O, dB_translation_NS_env G O →
∀ d, dB_translation_NS (Pi_1 G) e d →
∃ vd, dB_translation_NS_val v vd ∧ MML_dB_NS O d vd.

3 From MiniMLdB to Machine Code

This section is dedicated to introducing our new big-step machine, so after that we can present the
compilation from MiniMLdB to this machine’s code. Nevertheless, we will first define a machine with
small-step semantics, namely, the Leroys Modern SECD, including the compilation from MiniMLdB to
the aforementioned machine, with the main purpose of comparing them. On the other hand, once again,
the coding in Coq is akin as previously shown. Due to this, there will only be comments regarding this
when necessary.

Leroy [14, 13] introduces the Modern SECD, a machine based on Landin’s SECD [11] with two
main differences: the first one being that it does not use Dump. Instead, it makes use of frames in the
stack in order to support function calls. Secondly, it uses de Bruijn indices to access the environment.

The original Modern SECD only offers natural constants, local definitions, and abstraction and appli-
cation support. Due to this, we offer an extended version of the MSECD to support booleans, arithmetic
and comparison operators, conditionals and native recursion by means of recursive closures. It is worth
mentioning that we made the conditionals support based on Henderson’s [8] SECD presentation.

The instructions for the extended MSECD as well as its code are the following:

i ∶∶= IConst n ∣ IConstb b ∣ IAdd ∣ ISub ∣ IMul ∣ IEq ∣ IAcc i ∣ ILet
∣ IEndLet ∣ ISel c c ∣ IJoin ∣ IClos c ∣ IClosrec c ∣ IApp ∣ IRet

c ∶∶= [] Empty code
∣ [i] ⋅c

Notice the distinction between “i” and “i”, the former denotes an instruction machine, whereas the
latter denotes a de Bruijn index.

The values of the machine and its environment are defined as follows:

vm ∶∶= n Naturals
∣ b Booleans
∣ c[∆] Closures
∣ c[∆]rec Recursive closures

∆ ∶∶= [] Empty environmet
∣ [vm] ⋅∆
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Besides these values, the frames should be able to be stored in the stack. So, the stack values and the
stack of the machine are defined as follows:

vs ∶∶= vm Machine values
∣ (c,∆) Stack Frames

s ∶∶= [] Empty stack
∣ [vs] ⋅∆

A MSECD machine configuration is a triplet (c,∆,s) where c is a code, ∆ is a machine environment
and s any stack.

The MSECD small-step semantics is a transition relation from a configuration (ci,∆i,si) to the next
(ci+1,∆i+1,si+1) denoted by: (ci,∆i,si)→ (ci+1,∆i+1,si+1).

The MSECD small-step semantics is defined as:

Current Next
Code Environment Stack Code Environment Stack

[IConst n] ⋅c ∆ s c ∆ [n] ⋅ s
[IConstb b] ⋅c ∆ s c ∆ [b] ⋅ s

[IAdd] ⋅c ∆ [n2,n1] ⋅ s c ∆ [n1+n2] ⋅ s
[ISub] ⋅c ∆ [n2,n1] ⋅ s c ∆ [n1−n2] ⋅ s
[IMul] ⋅c ∆ [n2,n1] ⋅ s c ∆ [n1 ∗n2] ⋅ s
[IEq] ⋅c ∆ [n2,n1] ⋅ s c ∆ [n1 = n2] ⋅ s

[IAcc i] ⋅c [v0, . . . ,vi, . . . ,vn] = ∆ s c ∆ [vi] ⋅ s
[ILet] ⋅c ∆ [v] ⋅ s c [v] ⋅∆ s

[IELet] ⋅c [v] ⋅∆ s c ∆ s
[ISel c1 c2] ⋅c ∆ [true] ⋅ s c1 ∆ [(c,[])] ⋅ s
[ISel c1 c2] ⋅c ∆ [ f alse] ⋅ s c2 ∆ [(c,[])] ⋅ s

[IJoin] ⋅c ∆ [v,(cb,[])] ⋅ s cb ∆ [v] ⋅ s
[IClos c1] ⋅c ∆ s c ∆ [c1[∆]] ⋅ s

[IClosrec c1] ⋅c ∆ s c ∆ [c1[∆]rec] ⋅ s
[IApp] ⋅c ∆ [v,c1[∆1]] ⋅ s c1 [v] ⋅∆1 [(c,∆)] ⋅ s
[IApp] ⋅c ∆ [v,c1[∆1]rec] ⋅ s c1 [v,c1[∆1]rec] ⋅∆1 [(c,∆)] ⋅ s
[IRet] ⋅c ∆ [v,(c1,∆1)] ⋅ s c1 ∆1 [v] ⋅ s

Next is shown how this sematics are codified in Coq:

Inductive MSECD_SS: conf → conf→ Prop :=
| MSECD_SS_IConst:∀ n, ∀ c, ∀ D, ∀ s, MSECD_SS ( IConst n:: c, D, s) ( c, D, Val ( MInt n):: s).

Let m1, m2 and m3 be MSECD machine configurations, the reflexive transitive closure of the small-
step semantics is defined inductively as follows:

1)
m→∗ m

m1 →m2 m2 →∗ m32)
m1 →∗ m3

In Coq this reflexive transive closure is written as follows:

Inductive RTC_MSECD_SS: conf → conf→ Prop :=
| RTC_MSECD_SS_Reflexivity: ∀ m: conf, RTC_MSECD_SS m m

| RTC_MSECD_SS_Transitivity: ∀ m1 m2 m3: conf,
MSECD_SS m1 m2 → RTC_MSECD_SS m2 m3 → RTC_MSECD_SS m1 m3.

Using natural semantics the compilation from MiniMLdB to MSECD machine code is defined as:
“ d ⇓ c ”, meaning, the MiniMLdB expression d is compiled into the machine code c.
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n ⇓ [IConst n] b ⇓ [IConstb b]
d1 ⇓ c1 d2 ⇓ c2 ⋆ ∈ {+,−,∗,=}, IOp ∈ {IAdd, ISub, IMul, IEq}

d1 ⋆d2 ⇓ c1 ⋅c2 ⋅ [IOp]

i ⇓ [IAcc i]
d1 ⇓ c1 d2 ⇓ c2

let d1 in d2 ⇓ c1 ⋅ [ILet] ⋅c2 ⋅ [IELet]

d1 ⇓ c1 d2 ⇓ c2 d3 ⇓ c3

if d1 then d2 else d3 ⇓ c1 ⋅ [ISel (c2 ⋅ [IJoin]) (c3 ⋅ [IJoin])]

d ⇓ c
λ .d ⇓ [IClos (c ⋅ [IRet])]

d ⇓ c
µ.λ .d ⇓ [IClosrec (c ⋅ [IRet])]

d1 ⇓ c1 d2 ⇓ c2

d1 d2 ⇓ c1 ⋅c2 ⋅ [IApp]

The correctness of this compilation, once again, can be established by simple semantic preservation
for which it is necessary to extend the compilation to values and environments of the machine, as shown
below:

n # n b # b
d ⇓ c Ω £ ∆

(λ .d)[Ω] # (c ⋅ [IRet])[∆]
d ⇓ c Ω £ ∆

(µ.λ .d)[Ω] # (c ⋅ [IRet])[∆]rec

[] £ []
v # vm Ω £ ∆

[v] ⋅Ω £ [vm] ⋅∆

To formulate correctness, if a MiniMLdB expression d is evaluated to a value v, also, if by compiling
d, we obtain a machine code c, then, it is expected that when c is competely evaluated, we obtain vm as
a result at the top of the stack where vm is the value of the machine equivalent to v. However, in order
to demonstrate this result it is necessary to strengthen the hypothesis, which consists, in a few words, in
concatenate any code k at the end of c. In this way, at the end of the evaluation of c, it is expected that vm

is at the top of the stack, and that the code k remains to evaluate. This formalizes the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1 (Correctness strengthened hypothesis). Let be Ω a nameless environment, ∆ a machine
environmet, d a nameless expression, c a machine code, v a nameless value. If

Ω ⊢ d ⇛ v, d ⇓ c, Ω £ ∆

then, there exists a machine value vm such that v # vm and for all stack s, machine code k

(c ⋅k,∆,s)→∗ (k,∆,[vm] ⋅ s)

Proof. Induction on Ω ⊢ d ⇛ v.

In this way, the original proposal is a particular case, that is, a corollary when k = []. This theorem is
written in Coq as follows:

Theorem CorrectnessSS:
∀ O, ∀ d, ∀ v, MML_dB_NS O d v → ∀ c, CompilerSS d c → ∀ D, CompilerSS_env O D →
∃ mv, CompilerSS_val v mv ∧ ∀ s, ∀ k, RTC_MSECD_SS (c++ k, D, s) ( k, D, ( Val mv):: s).

Now we will introduce our big-step machine. This machine is strongly based on our extended version
of the Modern SECD machine, so it can be considered a big-step MSECD. Unlike the MSECD, due to
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the high level of abstraction of natural semantics, as a result, it is not necessary to use stack frames at
all, and therefore the return instructions are also unnecessary (IRet which works for returning from a
function call, nor IJoin that works for returning from a conditional). Having said this, we can affirm that
the use of natural semantics directly impacts the machine design, specifically the machine’s components.

Given the fact that the frames disappear, it is not necessary to define stack values. Due to this, the
stack directly becomes a sequence of machine values s = [vm0 , . . . ,vmn].

A state is a pair (∆,s) where ∆ is a machine environment and s a stack.
The machine natural semantics is defined by the following two mutually dependent predicates:

∆,s ⊢ c⇒ (∆ f ,s f ), ∆1,s1 ⊢ i⇒ (∆2,s2)

the first for machine code, which can be read as follows: if the machine is in a state (∆,s),5 and a code c
is given, evaluating c takes it to the state (∆ f ,s f ). And the second for instructions, which can be read as
follows: if the machine is in a state (∆1,s1) and an instruction i is given, evaluating i takes it to the state
(∆2,s2). However the entry point for the semantics should be the predicate for code.

[v] ⋅∆ ⊢ 0z→ v
∆ ⊢ i z→ v

[w] ⋅∆ ⊢ S i z→ v

Figure 4: “Value of” predicate for a machine environment.

Next, the natural semantics of the machine is given:

∆,s ⊢ []⇒ (∆,s)
∆,s ⊢ i⇒ (∆1,s1) ∆1,s1 ⊢ c⇒ (∆2,s2)

∆,s ⊢ [i] ⋅c⇒ (∆2,s2)

∆,s ⊢ IConst n⇒ (∆,[n] ⋅ s) ∆,s ⊢ IConstb b⇒ (∆,[b] ⋅ s)
∆ ⊢ iz→ v

∆,s ⊢ IAcc i⇒ (∆,[v] ⋅ s)

IOp ∈ {IAdd, ISub, IMul, IEq}, ⋆ ∈ {+,−,∗,=} resp.
∆,[n2,n1] ⋅ s ⊢ IOp ⇒ (∆,[n1 ⋆n2] ⋅ s)

∆,s ⊢ c1⇒ (∆1,s1)
∆,[true] ⋅ s ⊢ ISel c1 c2⇒ (∆1,s1)

∆,s ⊢ c2⇒ (∆1,s1)
∆,[ f alse] ⋅ s ⊢ ISel c1 c2⇒ (∆1,s1)

∆,[v] ⋅ s ⊢ ILet ⇒ ([v] ⋅∆,s) [v] ⋅∆,s ⊢ IEndLet ⇒ (∆,s)

∆,s ⊢ IClos c⇒ (∆,[c[∆]] ⋅ s) ∆,s ⊢ IClosr c⇒ (∆,[c[∆]rec] ⋅ s)

[v] ⋅∆1,s ⊢ c⇒ (∆2,[v1] ⋅ s1)
∆,[v,c[∆1]] ⋅ s ⊢ IApp ⇒ (∆,[v1] ⋅ s1)

[v,c[∆1]rec] ⋅∆1,s ⊢ c⇒ (∆2,[v1] ⋅ s1)
∆,[v,c[∆1]rec] ⋅ s ⊢ IApp ⇒ (∆,[v1] ⋅ s1)

The compilation is the same for the MSECD, except for the cases shown below:

d1 ⇓ c1 d2 ⇓ c2 d3 ⇓ c3

if d1 then d2 else d3 ⇓ c1 ⋅ [ISel c2 c3]
d ⇓ c

λ .d ⇓ [IClos c]
d ⇓ c

µ.λ .d ⇓ [IClosrec c]

5It is assumed that the ∆ environment contains the values accessed by the corresponding IAcc instructions in the code c.
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factorial 500 600 700 800 900
MSECD 1.585s 1.597s 1.621s 1.627s 2.327s
Big-step machine 1.580s 1.595s 1.617s 1.619s 2.307s

Figure 5: Interpreters performance. Times are in seconds on a 1.9 GHz Intel i7 processor.

To establish the correctness, we extend the compilation to values and environments once more, so
after that we can formulate semantic preservation.

n # n b # b
d ⇓ c Ω £ ∆

(λ .d)[Ω] # c[∆]
d ⇓ c Ω £ ∆

(µ.λ .d)[Ω] # c[∆]rec [] £ []
v # vm Ω £ ∆

[v] ⋅Ω £ [vm] ⋅∆

To formulate correctness, we expect that, if a nameless d is evaluated to a value v in an environment
Ω, besides, if c is the code resulting of the d compilation and ∆ is the resulting compilation of Ω;
then, it must exist a machine value vm that corresponds to the compilation of v and when c is executed
starting with the machine in an state (∆,s), for any stack s, the evaluation takes the machine to the state
(∆,[vm] ⋅ s). Now, it is enunciated the correctness theorem.

Theorem 3.2 (Correctness). Let be Ω a nameless environment, ∆ a machine environment, d a nameless
expression, c a machine code, v a nameless value. If

Ω ⊢ d ⇛ v, d ⇓ c, Ω £ ∆

then, there exists a machine value vm such that v # vm and for all stack s

∆,s ⊢ c⇒ (∆,[vm] ⋅ s)

Proof. Induction on Ω ⊢ d ⇛ v.

This theorem in Coq is written as follows:

Theorem Compilation_NS_correctness:
∀ O, ∀ d, ∀ v, MML_dB_NS O d v →
∀ c, Compilation_NS d c →
∀ D, Compilation_NS_env O D →
∃ mv, Compilation_NS_val v mv ∧ ∀ s, NSSEC_NSC ( D, s) c ( D, mv:: s).

We can immediately notice that by establishing the correctness turns out to be easier, clear, simple and
intuitive when we use natural semantics in the machine given that, among other things, it is not necessary
to define a closure previously, and it is also unnecessary to strengthen the hypothesis to demonstrate the
correctness theorem.

Moving on the efficiency topic, we present experimental results in Figure 5. To evalute the intepreters
performance, first we employed the Coq extraction mechanism in order to get its correspondent OCaml
verified counterpart and later we execute them in the official OCaml INRIA implementation. As we can
see, in every case the big-step machine interpreter is slightly more efficient than the interpreter related
to the reflexive and transitive closure of small-step semantics, which gives a favorable evidence that this
advantage is preserved at the level of the machine and not only in high level languages (see, for example,
[4]). Due to the lack of written programs for our respective machines, we tried them with different inputs
for the factorial function. We consider that our evidence is not conclusive, so more works in this sense
should be done in the future.
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4 Formalization in Coq
Throughout this article, we have been presenting definitions in abstract about the different components
of our compiler in conjunction with its corresponding way of coding them in Coq. This part is dedicated
to presenting more accurately this method that addresses how from definitions in abstract of a correct
compiler we can reach its formalization and verification in Coq in such a way that we can obtain a
verified compiler to be used in real life. In Algorithm 1, we formulate this method more formally as an
algorithm sketch.

Algorithm 1: Correct Compiler Translation to Coq
Input: An abstract representation of a correct compiler defined using natural semantics as uniform framework (where all the semantics and translations are deterministic).
Output: The compiler formalization in Coq, such as, a verified compiler in a general functional programming language can be obtained from it.

1 foreach each (intermediate) language abstract syntax A do
2 Emit an Inductive definition IA with type Set;
3 foreach language construct c ∈ A do
4 Add the constructor s, corresponding to the construct c, to IA ;
5 end
6 Emit an Extraction command with argument the IA definition;
7 end
8 foreach language semantics S do
9 Emit an Inductive definition IS with type Prop ;

10 foreach each rule r ∈ S do
11 Add the constructor s, corresponding to the rule r, to IS ;
12 end
13 Emit a Lemma that states S determinism ;
14 Emit a Fixpoint function (interpreter) i that mimics the S semantics ;
15 Emit a Lemma enunciating that the interpreter i is correct w.r.t. S semantics ;
16 Emit an Extraction command with the interpreter i as argument ;
17 end
18 foreach language translation T do
19 Emit an Inductive definition IT with type Prop ;
20 foreach compilation rule r ∈ T do
21 Add the constructor s, corresponding to rule r, to IT ;
22 end
23 Emit a Lemma that states T determinism ;
24 Emit a Fixpoint function (compiler) c that mimics the T translation ;
25 Emit a Lemma enunciating that the compiler c is correct w.r.t. T translation ;
26 Emit a Theorem enunciating the translation T correctness ;
27 Emit an Extraction command with the c compiler as argument ;
28 end

Of course, the steps in this algorithm have a high level of abstraction, which leads to different ways
of concrete implementation. To give an example, step 14 can be done by generating a function from the
Inductive definition corresponding to the semantics. To achieve this, we could study the possibility of
applying the previous work in this sense [16]. In this way, this algorithm sketch open several possibilities
for future work.

Another aspect worth mentioning is that, of course, the input of the algorithm must be a compiler with
all its defined components using natural semantics. Because of this, giving the MSECD machine as input
together with its small-step semantics and its reflexive transitive closure would not work. This was made
explicit when we designed an ad hoc strategy to encode these artifacts and establishing the correctness of
the compilation to this machine. Here, it is also clear why it is important having defined the translation
to de Bruijn indices in terms of natural semantics so it could be a valid input for this algorithm.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we build a Mini-ML correct compiler, and we carried out its verification in the proof as-
sistant Coq. In order to perform the verification we used natural semantics as unifying framework in
contrast to other formalizations of small functional languages in proof assistants where ad hoc solu-
tions are used. As we could see throughout this work, natural semantics is a simple, clear and intuitive
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formalism that facilitates verification to a large extent due to its unifying approach.
In addition, by presenting the abstract definitions of each of the compilers components, we showed

how to code each of them in Coq, which allowed us to write in a more accurate way a generalization
of this method as an algorithm sketch in section 4. Doubtlessly, this is only a first step toward that
direction, however, it lays the groundwork for to carry out future works about it. As a final goal, there is
the possibility of automating the aforementioned algorithm as a tool which would be a compiler from an
abstract representation of a correct compiler using natural semantics as unifying framework to Coq code.

On the other hand, we emphasize that by following this method it is possible to obtain a verified
implementation as final product. In our case we get a Mini-ML standalone verified implementation. It
is worth mentioning that due to its simplicity, clarity, and given that it is intuitive, this implementation
could grow and be used in the future as a verified correct Mini-ML implementation of reference.

Notice that our compiler begins with the source language Mini-ML in abstract syntax (what we called
MiniML). In order to have a complete correct compiler the following phases should be added: lexical
analysis, syntactic analysis and semantic analysis.
In compilers construction, it is usual to use tools to generate both: the lexer, using a lexical analyzer
generator, like flex; and the parser, employing a parser generator, like bison. Therefore to obtain a
verified lexical analyzer, it would be ideal to have a verified lexical analyzer generator; and to get a
verified parser, to have a verified parser generator. However at the time of writing this paper (to the
authors’ knowledge) there are no such verified generators, although some works are conducted in this
direction (see for example Jourdan et al. [9] for the verified parser generator case). Therefore, a first
solution is to build an ad hoc correct lexical analyzer and an ad hoc correct parser of Mini-ML verified in
Coq (perhaps even natural semantics can be employed in some way to carry out the verification) whereas
the verified semantic analysis of Mini-ML in Coq is treated by Dubois et al. [6], however they assume
unification as an axiom and, in addition, no code can be extracted from this work. Therefore, a correct
semantic analyzer verified in Coq, which includes a verified unification algorithm and from which code
can be extracted remains to be done.

The correctness in our compiler covers only terminating evaluations. In order to deal with non-
terminating evaluations Leroy [14] uses coinductive natural semantics in the source language and small-
step semantics in the machine. Motivated by our use of a natural semantics machine, we think that it is
possible to use coinductive natural semantics in the machine as well. In this manner, we conjecture that a
total symmetry can be maintained: if an evaluation ends in the source language, using natural semantics,
then also ends in the machine with the same value, using natural semantics; if an evaluation diverges
in the source language, using coinductive natural semantics, then also diverges in the machine, using
coinductive natural semantics. Conducted preliminary results show that indeed this is true. Hence, total
correctness can be stated employing only (coinductive) natural semantics. To the best of the authors’
knowledge no one has used nor proposed this idea before in the literature.
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